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EvoSoccer Academy Spain
Education & Sporting programme for the aspiring Elite Female player.
Join the next Evolution of the game.
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Mission Statement - Education

“What you leave behind is not what is engraved in stone
monuments, but what is woven into the lives of others.”
Pericles

Educational Philosophy
In conjunction with our education partners our vision is to prepare
young women to pursue their aspirations and contribute to the
world. Our education programme is designed with the High School
student in mind, centred on delivering excellence in education.
We strive to enable each student to achieve the credits and merits
needed to attend college/university and beyond. Our commitment
and dedication to our students impacts their lives through
innovative educational, sporting and cultural methods.
We pursue excellence for every student, maintaining an inclusive
environment which acknowledges and respects people from diverse
families and cultural backgrounds. We aim to encourage each
student to be independent and develop a sense of responsibility,
ownership for themselves and respect for others in the
environment. Thus forging strong positive connections with other
students, achieving independence, building confidence and
gaining academic knowledge.

Educational Philosophy
Our educational partners are renowned for their success in
teaching, intensive research and community engagement
preparing diverse and competitive graduates for success in a
global, interdependent society. Our online platform empowers
all students to embrace learning, achieve their personal best
and build their emotional, social and physical well-being. We
aspire to be the leading contemporary educational, sporting
and cultural programme for the 21st century.
Nationally, the number of U.S. students studying abroad for
credit during the 2017-2018 academic year grew 2.7 percent
from 332,727 students to 341,751 students. This represents
about 1.7 percent of all U.S. students enrolled at institutions of
higher education in the United States and about 10 percent of
U.S. graduates. A recent survey found that almost 40% of
companies surveyed missed business opportunities because of
a lack of internationally competent personnel. (www.nafsa.org).

Mission Statement - Soccer

“To produce technically excellent and innovative players, with
exceptional decision making skills.
Who possess the mental and social skills to thrive in life and sport”

The EvoWay

Playing Philosophy
Football should be played with an efficient, economical, measured and
possession-based approach. Pass quality combined with intelligent, timely
support and movement leads to progress and penetration through the thirds.
Thus leading to higher quality goal scoring opportunities. If counter-attacking
possibilities are denied, playing long is a last resort option.
“Kicking the ball away, is an intellectual defeat”
Xavi Hernandez
To defend effectively and efficiently a team should display a controlled,
calculated and assertive approach. Where all players contribute and have a clear
understanding of the tactical objectives being used to regain possession of the
ball. This game style will allow and encourage all players to contribute to the
attacking phases, with variety, audacity and with measured risk-taking.

Mission Statement - Cultural

“Becoming a foreign student adds a new cultural view to students
who would like to develop an international perspective ”

Cultural Philosophy
Education teaches us about social and cultural values. It is fundamental that nations as
they interact, understand each other’s values and traditions for the relationships to last
and grow.
Cultural exchanges add value to lives by inspiring new forms of artistic expression,
creating new networks and learning how to interact with people from other cultures.
New technologies enable learning environments to be developed, and thus provide an
opportunity to experience a foreign culture whist still retaining a recognised learning
atmosphere that best serves the High School students.

Strategic Relationships & Partners

Strategic Relationships & Partners

EvoSpain has powerful relationships with our core fundamental Partners.
Each institution providing years of experience in their field;
Academica, The Spanish Language School, Estepona City Council,
Performance Development Systems, Veo, Evo Brain Body Mind and Nike.

Player Welfare
Supporting the Players Well-being
On arrival, students will start an induction program, where the goal is a smooth transition
in settling into their new environment and getting to know fellow students. EvoSpain is
committed to providing a safe and secure environment for students, promoting a culture
where students feel confident about sharing any concerns they may have. Occasionally
students may feel homesick once the initial excitement wears off or before they connect
with new friends. It is important to recognise that this is normal behaviour and that
students will work through these feelings as they adapt to their new life in Spain.
All students need support at different times, to ensure that they receive appropriate
input, we have a dedicated and experienced pastoral team. The staff at EvoSpain are
responsible for fostering a culture which encourages students to openly discuss their
problems, including any mental health concerns. Where a concern about a student’s
mental health is identified, the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) will assess the risks
to that student’s welfare and will consult with the student, his or her parents (where
appropriate) and other members of staff to determine the appropriate action to be taken
to safeguard, support and monitor the student. Parents are welcome to contact the DSL
if they have any concerns about the welfare of their child. We help students flourish,
learn and succeed by providing opportunities to develop resilience and finding
strategies to support students.

Our Educational Partner
Academica is a global network of public charter schools, digital learning
communities, colleges, and non-profit organizations, a leader at developing and
maximizing human potential.
Founded in 1999 on the principle that each school of choice is a unique
educational environment, Academica helps its students achieve their educational
and organizational goals while maintaining complete control over their academic
programs and curricula.
Their founding mission ensures a student-centric focus and remains the
cornerstone of their approach. Academica empowers each student to pursue
specialized educational goals. They have a strong commitment to customization,
flexibility, collaboration and creative thinking. Ongoing dialogue among
educators, students and parents is central to the success of Academica-supported
educational institutions.

Our Educational Partner
Academica revolutionized the traditional K-12 educational path by turning it into a
dynamic K-16 network. By integrating technology with groundbreaking educational
initiatives, Academica provides us with first class educational experience for any
student.
Academica is a Florida, USA based educational service provider, the world's largest
institution for online teaching-International Digital Learning for the 21st Century.
There are 150,000 students learning using their system in various schools in the
United States, Spain and other countries. They have 700 affiliated schools in Spain.
Teaching to the highest levels, Spanish students have in the past been accepted at
Harvard as a result of passing the Diploma they teach.
Web link - www.academica.org

Spanish Education
ELE USAL in Estepona, is one of the first franchises of the
University of Salamanca in Spain, formerly known as
Unicentro - Spanish language and culture school. They are a
school dedicated to Spanish language courses since 2000.
They offer knowledge and passion for teaching with the
prestige and quality of USAL methodology. This was based on
the long and extensive experience of the University of
Salamanca, which was founded in 1218, is a pioneer in
spreading the Spanish language in the world.
Their wide range of courses certified by the excellence of the
International Courses, launched in 1929, at the University of
Salamanca, allows ELE to meet the needs of all students,
professionals and companies. As well as providing the
preparation and conduct of public examinations such as DELE
and SIELE, among others.

Spanish Education
These courses are targeted at foreign students who wish to learn
Spanish in Estepona, Spain.
ELE offers all the levels of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages (A1/A2/B1/B2/C1/C2).
The Diplomas DELE are official qualifications certifying the degree of
competence and mastery of Spanish, granted by Instituto Cervantes
on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport of Spain.
The DELE examinations have been designed following the guidelines
of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR) of the Council of Europe, which ensures a practical way of
establishing a standard, international and objective measurement of
the level that should be reached at each teaching stage and in
evaluating results.
The University of Salamanca collaborates with Instituto Cervantes in
designing exam papers and in grading the tests leading to the
Diplomas in Spanish. ELE USAL Estepona is a DELE examination
centre.

Our Values

Warrior Spirit

Ownership
We are a product of our decisions
not our circumstances. Our players
are educated and empowered to
drive their own journey.

Respect
We celebrate diversity.
Our players treat
everyone as they
expect to be treated
themselves.

Accountability

Unity

We won’t win every
We are stronger together. Our
battle, we will make
players support each other,
mistakes, but our players
they listen to one another, they
won’t hide. Whether in good
decide together, they stick
times or bad our players are together, they fight together,
accountable to themselves
they win, they lose together,
and their teammates.
they celebrate together and
ultimately grow together.

Determination
Attitude requires zero talent. Our
players develop the mindset to
attack every session, every run,
every dribble, every tackle, every
game as if it was their last.

Honesty

To your face not to your back.
Our players are open, honest
and accountable with each
other, as they know this
accelerates the growth of
both individuals and the team.

Creativity
Every innovation begins with
imagination. Our players are
encouraged to think
divergently, create new skills
and ideas. Don’t think outside
the box, think as if there
is no box.

Humility

When it’s over, its over. Win,
lose or draw we act with
dignity to our opposition and
their supporters. Our coaches
should never know the result
of a game through our players
body language or actions.

We focus on the process, not the outcome.
“It’s not the will to win, but the will to
prepare to win that makes the difference.”
Bear Bryant

Dreams & Aspirtions
If you want it you can have it, however you must
be willing to pay the price. Our coaches
encourage our players to aim high and
continually reach new heights. People will tell
you that it cannot be done, our players will
find a way. Backed up by a progressive step
by step process to set targets and goals. All
underpinned by everyday excellence, a growth
mindset and an unrelenting desire to succeed.

Legacy
How will you be remembered? Our players
understand their privilege and responsibility to
leave the shirt in a better place. All our
EvoPlayers are expected to spend time with
and educate the next generation. Adding
value to the institution, ultimately we are all
part of something much bigger than ourselves.
#EvoFamily

Professional Soccer Coaching Programmes
EvoSpain strives for excellence, our highly qualified staff (UEFA Pro/A) bring a level
of experience to the programme from the professional game. With decades of
coaching experience, including coaching and managing both genders in prestigious
competitions like the FIFA World Cup and UEFA Euro qualifiers.
EvoSpain provides a high-performance player development environment,
where like-minded talented peers work together on a daily basis in pursuit of soccer
excellence.
The value of this unique player development environment demands commitment,
builds character, teaches the value of setting targets and goals, working as a team,
and importantly dealing with both failure and success.
While every student aspires to play college/professional soccer, success in the
programme is not measured exclusively by this metric. The talented students who
may not progress to professional soccer will have developed the mental and social
skills to thrive in life and sport.

Professional Soccer Coaching Programmes
EvoSpain and our affiliate partners are committed to providing the best player
development environment possible. Our Academy will help foster relationships
to allow players the opportunity to train and compete in Europe. We continually
evaluate each student to ensure the most effective development programme for
their individual needs.
The innovative and holistic nature of the soccer and athletic development
programme directly benefits the talented and motivated. We support our
academy students to pursue excellence daily to become the best they can be in
life and sport.
The EvoWay playing philosophy reflects a style of play, however, desire, work-rate
and competitiveness are non negotiable.

Location - Estepona Spain

Location - Estepona Spain

Location - Estepona Spain
España
Spain, officially known as the Kingdom of Spain is a country in South Western Europe
with some pockets of territory across the Strait of Gibraltar and the Atlantic Ocean.
Its continental European territory is situated on the Iberian Peninsula. The country's
mainland is bordered to the south and east by the Mediterranean Sea except for a
small land boundary with Gibraltar; to the north and northeast by France, Andorra,
and the Bay of Biscay; and to the west and northwest by Portugal and the Atlantic
Ocean respectively.

Location - Estepona Spain
Estepona
EvoSoccer Spain is based in the town of Estepona and municipality in the comarca
of the Costa del Sol, southern Spain. It is located in the province of Málaga, part of
the autonomous community of Andalusia. Its district covers an area of 137 square
kilometres. Estepona is renowned for its beaches, which stretch along some 21 km
of coastline. It is a popular resort and holiday destination. The student can live an
authentic experience, learning Spanish and enjoying its traditions, its people, its
culture, its mild climate and beaches.
Not far from Estepona lie mountains ideal for hiking, Sierra Nevada for skiing and
only 40 minutes away from two international airports, Malaga and Gibraltar. Due to
its natural environment, surrounded by the sea and the mountains, Estepona has a
micro-climate with over 325 days of sunshine per year. Estepona is a popular yearround holiday destination; it has two EC Blue Flag beaches, a modern sports marina
with many tapas bars and restaurants. The white-walled town centre has many
shops and picturesque squares.

Academy Programmes
Overview
EvoSpain is aimed at girls from the age of 16 to 19 who want to combine quality
soccer training with obtaining pre-university entrance US-recognised qualifications.
✓Acceptance to course by interview only.
✓Limited places available. (Playing Position Specific)
✓Course start date; September 2022.
✓Course duration; 10 months. (September/June)
✓EvoSpain remains closed during the Christmas holiday period: from
December 18, 2022 to January 8, 2023. (return flight for student is included for
this period)
✓Class timetable; 3 hours daily online education with Academia College.
✓Language timetable; 6 hours weekly classroom education with ELE.
✓Soccer timetable; Training 2 hours daily, 5 days a week plus weekly matches.
✓Pre-registration open house visit package available.

Individual Player development model

Technical - Emotional - Physical - Teamwork

Individual Player development model

✓Flexibility in the player’s progress model.
✓ Importance of comprehending the wider issues that impact player’s development.
✓ Each of the four components are connected and depend on support from the
other three in the Quad model.
✓ Young players will need support in different areas of the model.
✓Transition from small sided games, growth and development, external influences,
practice and challenge.
✓Transition to an adult football, athletic systems, support and patience, technical
excellence.

Educational Programme
✓Full-time education program ‘COGNIA’ is a national
institution that guarantees an official program recognized
by all of USA where credits are accumulated and
transferable on the student’s return to USA from Spain.
✓Aimed at High School; 9th to 12th grade (age 16-19).
✓Student maintains complete control over their academic
programs and curricula.
✓Looking at passing 5-6 credits per year, over a period of 4
years of high school to enable the student to collect a total
of 24 credits to collect his/her high school diploma and
graduate.
✓Opportunity to earn Merits via experiences gained by
voluntary work, work abroad, sporting excellence creating a
greater chance for student entering college or even
obtaining a scholarship.

Educational Programme
✓It is advised that a student achieves 5-6 credits per year during
their year in Spain.
✓Education would take 2 to 3 hours of the students day during the
week depending on the number and type of courses taken.
✓1 to 1 online classes with an education adviser/teacher available
on call for support 24/7.
✓Education adviser/teacher available to parents to discuss any
educational issues, including term report.
✓Local education coordinator offering support to students. Both
attendance and student progress can be monitored daily.
✓15% of US students already study full time remotely via online
platforms.

Spanish Educational Programme
✓Spanish is the only compulsory course on the
program.
✓ELE USAL courses are targeted at foreign
students.
✓Student VISA arranged/processed through ELE.
✓Course is classroom based with frequent
field-trips to enhance learning.
✓Timetable schedules 6 hours of Spanish lessons
per week over 3 days.
✓The courses contain practice sections of
grammar, vocabulary, oral and written expressions
in order to improve communication within a
cultural environment working with current texts
and situations.

Spanish Educational Programme
✓Student will take a placement test on the
first day of the course in order to determine
each student’s level of Spanish.
✓The Diplomas DELE are official qualifications
certifying the degree of competence and
mastery of Spanish, granted by Instituto
Cervantes on behalf of the Ministry of
Education, Culture and Sport of Spain.
✓Language course counts as credit gained/
passed.

Soccer Programme

✓Live, train and play like a elite professional.
✓Top UEFA qualified coaches with International team coaching experience.
✓EvoSpain’s role is nurturing highly talented student’s who desire to train and compete
at the top national and international levels in soccer.
✓Process of unlearning to relearn, the player and the organization come first;
development is key, every student is important.
✓Individual Development Plan (IDP) focused on identifying and developing both
strengths and weaknesses as a student, importantly in areas that are generally forgotten;
technically, tactically and comprehension.
✓ Daily training sessions; 8/10 hours weekly; technical, tactical, strength and
conditioning, gym work, classroom video analysis, GPS vest data.
✓Dietician for student specific nutrition programme for peek performance and heath.

Soccer Programme

✓Academy physio for student physical and medical support.
✓Top 4G playing/training facilities. (2 main stadiums plus a further mini Stadium)
✓Players compete with the Academy team weekly against local teams.
✓The Academy also participate in a weekly 7th lateral league in the province of
Malaga.
✓Academy team will have opportunities to showcase their players, at appropriate
levels, against professional La Liga teams, such as Malaga, Real Betis and Sevilla.
✓Student’s with the corresponding skill set have the opportunities to play for
Ciudad de Estepona CF in official Spanish La Liga matches. This will be subject to
the official FIFA clearance rules for US players playing abroad.

Gap Year Option
Graduating from High School and unsure what to do next?
Why not take a gap year to focus on your soccer development?
EvoSoccer Spain is in a position to help students that have graduated high school
but are still unsure on what college / degree to take or not ready to start their
undergraduate degree. The opportunity to continue their soccer development
should not end at age 18. Our specialist residential academy provides an
opportunity for player pathways allowing for continued soccer development and
growth at the highest level.
The residential academy has young aspiring students attending from all over the
globe. Many of whom are either in high school education or have graduated and are
taking a ‘gap year’ enjoying soccer full time, living, training and competing like a
professional, before committing to full time work or taking on a university degree.
The students that take a gap year with EvoSoccer Spain follow the identical program
to the residential high school students in every way except for the study pathway.
However, it is compulsory to complete the Spanish language course with ELE.
A gap year could be a new adventure to embark upon, EvoSoccer Spain opens up a
world of opportunities to their students not just from a sporting perspective but
from a cultural one too.
*The gap year program carries a special discount to the overall pricing model.

Online Evasion Programme

Online Evasion Programme
Online individual development
All EvoSpain students will have unlimited access to our Online Evasion
programme. The aim of our platform is to accelerate the development of our
students by providing them with the knowledge and skills to understand,
excel and be creative in 1 v 1 scenarios.
Our Evo Platform
52 Week Programme
30 Minutes a Day
500+ Tutorials Videos
120 Ways to Beat Defender
60 Evasion Skills
6 Resources to accelerate student learning

Online Evasion Programme
Once logged into the platform students will be welcomed into the EvoFamily and begin to learn
the concepts and principles of the EvoWay including Y- Lines, Mirroring, our Decoding process,
Manipulation of space, Timings, Triggers and Perception Action Coupling.

Our platform can be accessed on mobile, tablet, laptop or desktop and is compatible with both
IPhone and Android. Allowing students to gain access both on field and at home.
Each week students will receive detailed tutorial videos, on how to execute evasion skills; building
up from our fundamental components, to executing in live game scenarios off both the right and
left side. Each Evasion skill is delivered through five levelled tutorial videos, using our unique
Decoding process.
Our Decoding process aims to accelerate the development of motor control and skill acquisition
through the game.

Transforming their Potential into Excellence.

Student Time Table
Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

7.00

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

Breakfast

8.00

Free time travel
to training base

9.00

On field
Training
Session

Saturday

Sunday

Breakfast

Breakfast

Game Day /

Day trip /

Pre game
meeting

Free time /

6.00

10.00

Free time travel to Free time travel to Free time travel to Free time travel to
training base
training base
training base
training base
On field
Training
Session

On field
Training
Session

Recovery /
Physio

On field
Training
Session

11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00

Travel / Lunch /
Individual
development

Travel / Lunch /
Individual
development

Travel / Lunch /
Individual
development

Travel / Lunch /
Individual
development

Travel / Lunch /
Individual
development

ELE Spanish
Lesions

Free Time /
ELE Spanish
Free Time /
ELE Spanish
*Friendly Match
Lesions
*Friendly Match
Lesions
(*Dinner would be
(*Dinner would be
pushed back)
pushed back)
Break / Individual
Academica Online
Break / Individual
development
Lessons /
development
Gibraltar League
Academia Online Academia Online
Academia Online Academia Online
Match depending
lessons
lessons
lessons
lessons
on fixture list

Travel to game /
Game /
Post game /

Recovery /
Social /
Individual
development

Cool down &
Recovery
Reflections &
travel home

19.00
20.00

Dinner

Dinner

21.00

Free Time /
Free Time /
Social / Individual Social / Individual
22.00
development
development
23.00

Lights Out

Lights Out

Dinner

Dinner

Dinner

Dinner

Free Time /
Free Time /
Free Time /
Free Time /
Social / Individual Social / Individual Social / Individual Social / Individual
development
development
development
development
Lights Out

Lights Out

Lights Out

Lights Out

Dinner
Free Time /
Social / Individual
development
Lights Out

Our Global Family

Evo is currently supporting the development of over 10,000 aspiring students a
month in 15 countries through our On-field Academies and Online Apps.
EvoSpain offers residential academies, technical camps and sports tours to further
enhance the students technical, tactical & cultural development.

Our Academy Sites

Sheffield
London
Estepona

Johannesburg

Sydney

EvoSoccer has On-field Academies in Spain,
South Africa, Australia and England. EvoSpain offers residential academies and
sport tours for Academies / Clubs / Schools from around the world.

Cultural Programme
✓Program backed by the Estepona City Council.
✓Each street has its own colour scheme. The local
residents take pride in their attractive streets, mainly
traffic free.
✓Cosmopolitan, diverse and friendly population.
✓Students immersed in daily Spanish culture,
routines and living.
✓Healthy Mediterranean cuisine.
✓Accommodation in central location, easy access to
all areas of the town and beaches.
✓Green town consisting of miles of cycle lines
making for a low pollution environment.
✓Extremely safe environment.
✓Town centrally located with easy access to historic
cities like Granada, Malaga, Seville, Gibraltar (British
Territory) and across the Straits to Tangiers, Morocco.
✓World class sporting activities available, skiing
Sierra Nevada (Granada), wind/kite surfing (Tarifa).
Numerous golf, equestrian centres, water sports.

Cultural Programme

Cultural Programme

The Opportunity
PACKAGE INCLUDES - Accommodation
✓Shared apartment per 3 students, Individual private room with shared common and study
area.
✓Internal shared bathroom per apartment.
✓Household items including electrodomestic appliances.
✓All linen and bedding. (in-house laundry service included)
✓Laundry service for training and match apparel.
✓3 Healthy daily main meals (approved by dietician in conjunction with individual player
program), breakfast/lunch/dinner.
✓2 Healthy snacks. (mid-morning/mid-afternoon)
✓Free Wi-Fi. (High speed)
✓Printer per apartment.
✓24/7 Contact with in-house female coordinators. (pastoral/academic/safeguarding lead)
✓The live-in caretaker of the apartment complex is available for any concerns/needs.
“Value for Money is about much more than finances. To us at EvoSpain it is about delivering the maximum
number of outcomes for our students at the lowest sustainable price. We are committed to ensuring that
what we offer represents value for money to both the parent and child”

The Opportunity
PACKAGE INCLUDES - Education
✓Online education with Academia College. (including pastoral/academic
coordinator)
✓Classroom Spanish language education with ELE.
✓Student VISA.
✓Tablet for online lessons. (student retains at the end of the course)
✓All school material, including stationery. (pens/pencils/eraser/ruler/
notebooks/paper/binders/folders)
✓ Vodafone Wi-Fi - High speed 1GB Fibre.

“Value for Money is about much more than finances. To us at EvoSpain it is about delivering the maximum
number of outcomes for our students at the lowest sustainable price. We are committed to ensuring that what we
offer represents value for money to both the parent and child”

The Opportunity
PACKAGE INCLUDES – Soccer Program
✓Professional UEFA coaching staff. (Training 8/10 hours weekly plus weekly matches)
✓Team medical staff. (physio/dietician)
✓Player Individual Development Plan. (IDP)
✓Gym access for strength and conditioning work.
✓Dedicated classrooms for video analysis, GPS vest data.
✓All apparel, leisurewear, training kit, match kit. (NIKE)
✓All soccer equipment.
✓Indoor/outdoor pool for recovery sessions.
✓Top 4G playing/training facilities. (2 main stadiums plus a further mini Stadium)
✓Opportunities to showcase players, at appropriate levels, against professional La Liga teams.
✓Players with the corresponding skill set have the opportunities to play for Ciudad de
Estepona CF in official Spanish La Liga matches. This will be subject to the official FIFA
clearance rules for US players playing abroad.
“Value for Money is about much more than finances. To us at EvoSpain it is about delivering the maximum
number of outcomes for our students at the lowest sustainable price. We are committed to ensuring that what we
offer represents value for money to both the parent and child”

The Opportunity
PACKAGE INCLUDES – Medical/Insurance/Transport/IT/Leisure
✓Doctor, medical/hospital services.
✓Physio, massage, injury prevention, injury recovery.
✓Dietician, personal nutrition plan.
✓Personal & medical insurance.
✓Return flight home for Christmas period. (EvoSpain remains closed during
the Christmas holiday period: from December 18, 2020 to January 8, 2021)
✓All transport, airport transfers, sporting and cultural trips.
✓Free Tablet & Wi-Fi (at apartment/classroom), printer in each apartment.
✓Academy leisurewear apparel.
✓Mountain bike per player.
✓Cultural trips.
“Value for Money is about much more than finances. To us at EvoSpain it is about delivering the maximum
number of outcomes for our students at the lowest sustainable price. We are committed to ensuring that what we
offer represents value for money to both the parent and child”

Academy Pricing
Payment Options
➢Retail price - €65,995.00 - 20% deposit (€13,199) – 10 monthly payments €5,280.00
➢Early registration discount 2.5% - €64,350.00 - 20% deposit (€12,869.00)
– 10 monthly payments €4,980.00
➢Trimester discount 5% - €62,695.00 - 50% deposit (€31,347)
– 3 trimester payments €9,349.00
➢Full payment discount 10% - €59,395.00

Discount Values
➢Early registration discount 2.5% = €1650.00
➢Trimester discount 5% = €3299.00
➢Full payment discount 10% = €6599.00
➢0% interest on either monthly or trimester payment package.
“Value for Money is about much more than finances. To us at EvoSpain it is about delivering the maximum
number of outcomes for our students at the lowest sustainable price. We are committed to ensuring that what we
offer represents value for money to both the parent and child”

Our Accommodation

Our Accommodation

Our Facilities

Our Facilities

Our Facilities

“Everything is practice, success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance,
learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing.
Success isn’t determined by how many times you win by, but by how you
develop as a player and as a person”

Contact Us

Adrian Parral
Head of Academy Recruitment
Tel: +35 054 01 03 18
Email: adrianparral@evosoccer.co.uk
Manuel Lopez
Head of Coaching & Methodology
Tel: +34 627 76 80 15
Email: manuellopez@evosoccer.co.uk

Location
Editado Muñoz Pérez
398, Avd.Juan Carlos I, 272
Estepona
Málaga
España

Residences
Residencia Edifício Miguel Angel.
Plz Miguel Angel Loren Méndez n8
CP 29680
Estepona
Málaga
España

Stay up to date

